Reliable crewing services and
crew management software

Crewplanet

Crewing
services
Located in the Netherlands and
Latvia, Crewplanet supplies
maritime crews and develops
own crewing software.
We provide maritime personnel for the following
types of vessels: gas carriers, container
vessels, bulk carriers, passenger fleet, oil/
chemical tankers, offshore supply fleet.
Our rule of a thumb: customers must never
interfere with each other. We make sure that
there is only one customer in one fleet type.
Thus, customers always get the best personnel
that we have for the particular vessel type.

nationalities
of seafarers

EU

Russia

Ukraine

India

Philippines

Sri Lanka

flags that we
regularly work with

UK *

Liberia *

Antigua
& Barbuda *

Germany

Ireland

Panama

* Crewplanet operates as a filling agent.

Crewplanet
geography
Office in the Netherlands
Office in Rotterdam ensures top-class
customer care for ship owners and ship
managers located in Europe. We meet our
customers regularly as well as arrange crew
inspections on vessels when required.

Office in Latvia
Office in Riga provides direct access to
Eastern European labour market, as well
as Russia and Ukraine. Currently employed
personnel is being controlled from there.
This office provides visa support for seafarers.

Office in
Riga, Latvia
Office in Rotterdam,
the Netherlands

manning agents
in Far East
ratings are normally
employed through our
permanent agents in
Philippines, India and
Sri Lanka, if required.
all personnel is duly
educated, experienced
and speaks English on
a working level.

Manning agents in Far East

Crewplanet has good coverage of well
developed maritime labour markets either
directly or through local agents. not only
it produces more applicants, but it also helps
to benefit from lower wages and taxes.

Dmitry
Beliakov,
Master of
Economics

Ivan Pulkachev,
Master of
Maritime
Management

Yevgeny
Romashin,
Navigational
Officer

Maria
Kovalenko,
Bachelor
of Law

Managing director.
Responsible for
strategic company
management
and IT products
development.

Having seagoing
experience, Ivan
is responsible for
finding and placing
new candidates
for all openings.

Responsible
for flagged
documents,
checking English
of applicants and
their experience.

Having sound
experience in
crewing, Maria
takes care of P&I
cases and travel
ing arrangements.

Extensive
database

Seafarers
& vessels
More than 32,000
seamen in the database

We man the following vessel types:

About 30 seafarers submit
their CVs each day. It makes
us the fastest growing
maritime labour resource.

container vessels, 650–3500 teu •

our database has
the following
structure by
seamen experience:

gas carriers, incl. ethylene carriers, ammonia carriers •
offshore accommodation vessels, full management •
bulkers, from coasters to mid-sized 50,000 tdw

It is more than words. You may browse our
database online (with limited functionality) and
check for yourself. Visit www.crewplanet.eu
and press ‘Seafarer seek’ button.

Dry cargo
48%

Building a good database is not only about
collecting CVs, it’s about processing data. Our
software keeps the CVs updated, providing
extensive searching and sorting mechanisms.
It allows us to concentrate more on screening
and interviewing than searching.

Passenger
8%

Offshore
4%

Fishing
3%

Other types
6%

Tankers
31%

Nationalities and tenures (months):
officers

ratings

europe

3–5

4–6

russia, ukraine

3–5

4–6

far east

4–8

6–12

Software
development

Better
salaries

Crewplanet develops and
uses it’s own tailor-made
crew management software.

We know exactly what salary
suits best both you and
an employee. Seriously.

This is another level of customer satisfaction,
when the crew management software may be
adjusted on request or even directly connected
to an existing shipowner’s software. Our client
may track crew change process online and
access scanned seafarers' files. We make sure
that the information is up-to-date at all times.
Moreover, we develop new features for the
software on shipowner’s request, making the
collaboration between offices easier.

unlike other
solutions, our
software is also
available for:

example: salaries for
Chief Officer and
Second Engineer on
dry cargo fleet

Simply because thousands seafarers tell us
online what salary they expect. And we analyze
this. As a matter of fact it is an instant analysis
of the labour market. Crew budgeting can’t
be more precise with this information.
Blackberry

Iphone

Using such analytics you will never be short
of good personnel. Neither you will spend
more then needed to attract them. We do not
guess, but we build decisions upon facts. While
obtaining facts takes seconds for us.

Small vessels

Big vessels
20%
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8%
4%
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Quick facts
& figures

Recent
updates

32,000 CVs
enough for manning
about 1600 vessels

98%
of crew inquiries

were satisfied

about 9000

seamen visit
our websites

each day

1 30
we get about

day
only
for

new CVs
each day

Schengen

OR US

visa

Less than 2%
personnel turnover rate

7 years of management

without an accident or detention

Last year we

signed ~1000 contracts &
interviewed ~10,000 seafarers

32 shipowners

use crewplanet software

Story of success:

C-Bed
Floating
Hotels
Crewplanet provides full crew
management for offshore standby
accommodation vessels.
These are very uncommon types of vessels, which combine
challenges of the offshore sector with the high quality
standards of passenger fleet. Crewplanet responsibly
manages hundreds of seafarers on those vessels from
Captains to catering department, satisfying even very
special needs of the customer.
Crewplanet takes care of all immigrations formalities related
to the fact that vessels operate in UK near-coastal waters.
Additionally crewing agency provides special UK-based
training for high-speed crew boats, which are used to transfer
engineers to offshore installations and back to the vessel.

“

For a few years already
Crewplanet fully manages
our maritime personnel.
They quickly react to
changes, which occur
pretty often in our
business. Our needs are
special and Crewplanet
satisfies it to full extent.

Crewplanet is great.
They keep costs low
& arrange crew changes
in a planned manner.”
Michael Rix,
Shipping and Project Manager

Story of success:

Hartmann
Reederei
Started in 2007, now Crewplanet
supplies Hartmann Shipping with
officers from EU and Russia.
Crewplanet mostly provides officers for Hartmann
Reederei container vessels, bulkers and gas carriers
(including fully refrigerated, fully pressurised and semirefrigerated tankers). Having agreements with major oil
companies, Hartmann Reederei audits Crewplanet annually
and highly evaluates services provided.
As a customer, Hartmann Shipping has a secure online
access to crew planning as well as seafarers’ scanned
documents (incl. certificates, contract agreements,
flight details). This ensures efficient document exchange
between offices in Latvia and Germany.

“

In 2010 we have managed
to cover a lot of vacancies
with Crewplanet and
therefore increased the
number of employees.
Seafarers, especially
top officers, selected by
Crewplanet proved to be
experienced and trained.

Crewplanet was
always able to provide
sufficient applicants
on a very short notice.”
Jens Grassmann,
Head of Personnel Department

Try Crewplanet.
No obligations
Let us know the details
of an opening. We will
provide you with a few good
candidates on a short notice.
We only ask for 2 working days for common
capacities, considering the salary and tenure
is at least close to market’s average and the
vessel in not operated in war or piracy zones.
We need to know at least the following:
capacity, salary and tenure of a contract,
port and date, requirements to certification
and vessel’s technical data sheet.

our regular agency fee
is from 100 eur per capita
per month for full crew
manning or 10% of the
salary for individual
contracts. offshore vessels
manning fees are subject
to discussion. we remain
opened to discussing fees.
the fee includes prescreening, interviewing,
checking English,
arranging visas, flights,
flagged documents at
shipowner costs, online
access to crew planning
software and seamen’s files.

Crewplanet Crewing Agency
Office in Latvia:
Cesu iela 31, bld 1, 5th floor,
Riga LV-1012, Latvia
Tel. +371 677 95 210
Office in the Netherlands:
Rivium Quadrant 90
2909 LC, Capelle aan den IJssel
The Netherlands
Tel. +371 677 95 209
Mob. +31 (0) 65725 3347
E-mail: info@crewplanet.eu
www.crewplanet.eu

